Economic collapse and political intransigence interacted and reinforced each other. The famous chilean constitutional system proved too weak to contain. A key element was to provide employment, either in the new nationalized Chile, salvador allende, popular unity, revolution, agrarian reform, socialism, food history, political economy. Chile has a long democratic. Elected socialist government of president salvador allende. Political and economic improvements were made by the pinochet regime, . A key element was to provide employment, either in the new nationalized . Chile, salvador allende, popular unity, revolution, agrarian reform, socialism, food history, political economy.

Salvador Allende - Wikipedia
Salvador Guillermo Allende Gossens (US: / ɑːˈjɛn də,-d i /, UK: / æ ˈ- , ɔrˈʒjɛrmo əˈjɛnde ðˈyʊsən /), American Spanish: [salβaˈðoɾ ñiˈʝeɾmo aˈʝenðe ˈgosens]; 26 June 1908 – 11 September 1973) was a Chilean physician and socialist politician who served as the 28th ...